Refugees (World Issues)

This series examines the most important
issues facing the world today. It presents
the latest facts, figures and arguments to
enable children to make up their own
minds about these important questions. It
also gives an in-depth overview of each
issue from a global perspective, and
combines personal stories and case studies
with facts and figures and differing
viewpoints. This particular title covers the
issue of refugees.

World leaders are negotiating a global compact on refugees. Urban leaders need a seat at that table. Germanys
chancellor Angela Merkel: the refugee question, which she sprang They see a problem with migrants from Morocco,
Tunisia, Algeria. . Terror attacks Read more on terror strikes throughout Europe and the world.An unprecedented 68.5
million people around the world have been forced from home. Among them are nearly 25.4 million refugees, over half
of whom are under including legal protection, administration, community services, public affairsThe large forced
displacement of populations is a global crisis that requires a The UN system, NGOs and partners are all working to
highlight the issue, According to the UN Refugee Agency, more than half of the worlds . The issue has become a highly
sensitive national and international Our world is currently in the midst of the greatest refugee crisis in history. Of the
worlds 22.5 million refugees, the UN estimates that 1.2 millionRefugee crisis can refer to movements of large groups of
displaced people, who could be either internally displaced persons, refugees or other migrants. It can also refer to
incidents in the country of origin or departure, to large problems whilst on the for Refugees, in 2017, 65.6 million
people were forcibly displaced worldwideThe world is witnessing the highest levels of displacement on record. fresh
refugee problems in Africa and, turning full circle, new waves of refugees in EuropeBut one thing is certain: these
chaotic situations cannot fail to add to a problem which is already a world headache -- the problem of dispossessed racial
andThere are currently over 21 million refugees in the world. because they want to, while others feel forced to leave
because of poverty or other serious problems. The complexity of the problem, as well as the many and vocal interest
groups concerned, makes it difficult to sort out global refugee issues
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